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1. Guessing tools 

Divide the classroom among several groups. Each one thinks about one tool. The other 
groups should guess about this unknown tool making questions. Only one questions 
per group each round. The groups should also draw the tool they are thinking and the 
tool they are guessing 
It’s is a sort of the game “I spy with my little eye” or “veo, veo” 

2. Guessing tool’s name 

The teacher (or one student) thinks about a tool’s name and writes down on the 
blackboard tool’s first and/or last letter. Students should say a vowel or a consonant 
they think the tool’s name has. On hitting the letter, the letter is written on the tool’s 
name in the correct place. Then the student has an opportunity to guess the whole 
name of the tool. On missing the letter a gallows part is drawn. 
The game ends either by guessing the tool’s name (the student wins) or by completely 
drawing the gallows (the teacher wins) 
It is the popular “the hang man” or “el ahorcado” 

3. Memory card game 

The teacher shows a tool draw. The students write down the tool’s name and his 
family. The student who has written correctly both wins. 

4. Connector 

Divide the classroom among several groups Each group makes a tools draw or gets 
one little tool’s photography and write down its name with best lettering (“retolació”) 
Then all classroom make an electricity circuit where on connecting each tool 
photograph with its tool name a little light bights. A contest is open to try to couple 
correctly all tools names and draws. 

5. Revising broken tools  

Sort the students making groups with the same knowledge level. (By their exam’s notes 
or attitude about the subject)  
It is needed to keep a box with broken tools. Give one broken tool to each group, trying 
to sort by difficulty according to the group’s level.  
Give an exam form to each group ,that should be answered without any help 

 Name of students at the group 

 Tool’s name 

 What is the tool’s use? 

 What materials it is made of? 

 Which properties should have the materials the tools it is made of? 

 How do you guess it was broken? 

 What advices should you give in order to avoid it will be broken again in the 
same way 

6. Wall Posters  

Make a Wall poster about any tool family, including tools photos, tool parts, where and 
how use each tool, tool sizes, tool history, etc. 


